ICC CRICKET WORLD CUP 2019 “WORLDWIDE WICKETS” COMPETITION
TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND PRIVACY NOTICE
Competition Overview
1.

The International Cricket Council Limited (“ICC”) is the world governing body for cricket. The ICC
Cricket World Cup 2019 (the “Tournament”) will be hosted by the England and Wales Cricket Board
Limited (“ECB”) which is the governing body for cricket in England and Wales.

2.

The ECB is operating a competition (the “Competition”) on behalf of the ICC to win one of 15 limited
edition CWC19 cricket balls and a pair of tickets to the final of the Tournament.

3.

Entrants are deemed to have accepted, and agree to be bound by, these terms and conditions upon
entry into the Competition. Entrants further agree that if they are selected as a winner of the
Competition, they shall be deemed to have accepted, and agree to be bound by, the Ticket Terms
and Conditions (“Ticket T&Cs”) for the Tournament, a copy of which can be found at the following
web link: https://tickets.cricketworldcup.com.

4.

To enter the Competition, participants (each an “Entrant”) must capture and submit a photo or video
of themselves participating in or enjoying cricket (the “Entry”) and upload the photo or video to Twitter
or Instagram using the hashtag “#worldwidewickets” in the caption.

5.

The decision of ECB regarding any aspect of the Competition is final and binding (including as to the
award of the Prize or the Grand Prize), and the ECB shall not enter into any correspondence regarding
the Competition.
Entry Process

6.

The Competition will be open for entry between 10:00 (GMT) on 21 February 2019 and close at 20:00
(GMT) on 17 June 2019. Entries received after this time will not be valid and will not be included in
the Competition.

7.

In order to be eligible to enter the Competition, Entrants must be aged thirteen years or above (or, if
higher, the minimum age limit required by Twitter or Instagram to create a social media account).
Employees of the ICC and the ECB, their immediate families and any individual directly or indirectly
associated with the operation of the Competition shall not be eligible to enter the Competition.

8.

In entering the Competition, each Entrant confirms that they are eligible to do so and eligible to claim
the Prize (and/or the Grand Prize). The ECB may require an Entrant to provide proof that they are
eligible to enter the Competition (including proof of age). Entrants are responsible for ensuring that
their entry into the Competition and their compliance with these terms and conditions does not breach
any applicable laws and/or regulations in any relevant jurisdiction.

9.

The Competition is free to enter and no purchase is necessary. Entrants are permitted to submit more
than one distinct Entry but shall be prohibited from submitting the same video of photo on more than
one occasion.

10.

The ECB accepts no responsibility for Competition entries that are not successfully completed,
regardless of cause, including (without limitation) due to a technical fault, technical malfunction,
computer hardware or software failure, satellite, network or server failure, of any kind.
Prize

11.

The ECB shall appoint a panel of individuals (the “Panel”) who shall select 15 runners-up of the
Competition, each of which shall win a limited edition CWC19 cricket ball (each, a “Prize”). The Panel
shall also nominate a separate shortlist of Entrants, each of which shall be eligible to win one pair of
tickets to the ICC Cricket World Cup Final 2019 (the “Grand Prize”). The winner of the Grand Prize
shall be the shortlisted Entry which receives most “upvotes” on the CWC19 website.

12.

In the event that an individual aged under sixteen years is selected as a winner of the Grand Prize,
they must be accompanied upon admission to and subsequently within the match venue by a ticket
holder aged eighteen years or above, who shall be responsible for them and their compliance with
these terms and conditions and the Ticket T&Cs.

13.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Grand Prize shall include two economy flights to London (if the winning
Entrant is non-UK resident) and two nights’ hotel accommodation for two persons, but shall not include
any other expenses incurred by any winning Entrant in connection with claiming or enjoying the Grand
Prize (including visa expenses, food and drink and any other travel expenses). It is the winning
Entrant’s responsibility to ensure that their passport (and that of any accompanying companion) is
valid for travel (if applicable) and also to check for any necessary visa requirements (if applicable).

14.

The winning Entrants will be contacted on or around 20 June 2019 using the email address provided
upon entry into the Competition.

15.

The winning Entrants must confirm that they are able to accept the Prize (or the Grand Prize as
applicable) on or before 10.00 (GMT) on 24 June 2019. In the event that any winning Entrant fails to
confirm their acceptance by this date (or the ECB otherwise determines that the relevant winner has
breached these terms and conditions), the ECB reserves the right to offer the Prize (or the Grand
Prize as applicable) to another Entrant.

16.

The Grand Prize for the winner is non-exchangeable, non-transferable and no cash alternative is
offered. The Grand Prize must not be resold or the relevant tickets may be cancelled by the ECB.
Limitation of Liability

17.

Neither the ICC, ECB, Cricket World Cup 2019 Limited, nor any of their affiliates, agents, employees,
officers, directors or representatives will be liable (to the extent permitted by law) for any direct, indirect
or consequential loss or damage arising out of the organising or holding of the Competition or as a
result of any Entrant’s participation in the Competition or as a result of the winning, collecting, use or
enjoyment of any Prize or the Grand Prize, or if the Competition does not run as planned. Competition
Entrants’ statutory rights are not affected.

18.

The ECB reserves the right to otherwise cancel the Competition or to amend these terms and
conditions or the Prize/Grand Prize at any time without notice and no liability shall attach to the ECB
or the ICC as a result thereof.

19.

Each Entrant shall fully indemnify and keep ICC, ECB and Cricket World Cup 2019 Limited fully
indemnified from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, proceedings, loss, damage, costs or
expenses suffered by any of them arising out of or in connection with a claim from a third party relating
to their use of any Entry.
Intellectual Property

20.

By submitting an Entry, the Entrant hereby warrants that it is the sole owner of all intellectual property
rights in that Entry and agrees to assign to the ECB all existing and future intellectual property rights
(including, without limitation, copyright and related rights) in the Entry and further agrees to sign

(and/or procure that their parent and/or guardian (as necessary) will sign) all documents and do all
acts that, in the ECB’s opinion, are necessary to assign all such rights to the ECB and to waive all
moral rights the Entrant may have in their Entry. Each Entrant further confirms that they are the sole
author of each Entry they submit to the ECB.
Personal Data
21.

The ECB shall be the data controller of any personal data collected by it in connection with the
Competition. Full details of how the ECB uses and protects personal data, as well as Entrants’ rights
in respect of it, are in the ECB’s Privacy Policy for the Tournament which you can find by clicking
here.

22.

The ECB does not require Entrants to submit personal data in order to enter the Competition, but to
the extent that any Entrant does submit personal data, the ECB shall source such data from publicly
accessible posts on Twitter and Instagram.

23.

The ECB will use any personal data which Entrants may provide in connection with the Competition
(“Personal Data”) for the purposes of:
(i)

administering the Competition, contacting the winners and delivering the Prize and/or
Grand Prize;

(ii)

reporting on figures and trends relating to fan engagement in the Competition; and

(iii)

operating an online platform which aggregates and displays entries to the
Competition.

24.

The ECB may disclose Entrants’ data to the ICC and/or the relevant Tournament Host Venue Cricket
Club and/or any of their affiliates, for the purposes of administering the Competition. The ECB will
normally keep Entrants’ personal data in relation to the Competition for up to six months after the end
of Tournament for market research purposes. After this time period the ECB will anonymise Entrants’
information and keep for analysis of engagement trends.

25.

The legal basis for the collection and processing of Entrants’ personal data is either: (i) administration:
that it is necessary to fulfil the contract that Entrants are going to enter into or have entered into with
the ECB; or (ii) in all other cases: that it necessary for the ECB’s legitimate interests which are to
deliver an engaging Tournament and this does not prejudice or harm Entrants’ rights and freedom.

26.

The ECB will normally keep Entrants’ personal data within the European Economic Area. In the event
that the ECB transfers Entrants’ data to the ICC, the ICC will hold Entrants’ data in Dubai and America.
The ECB will ensure that Entrants’ information is transferred securely and in accordance with
applicable privacy laws.

27.

Entrants have the right to access their personal data and, in some cases, to require the ECB to restrict,
erase or rectify it or to object to the ECB’s processing it, and the right of data portability.

28.

The winning Entrants may be required to take part in certain promotional activities of the ECB relating
to the Competition as a condition of receiving a Prize or the Grand Prize.
General

29.

If any of these terms are determined to be illegal, invalid or otherwise unenforceable then Entrants
agree that the remaining terms shall continue in full force and effect.

30.

The ECB reserves the right to refuse entry to the Competition, or refuse to award any Prize or the
Grand Prize to anyone in breach of these terms and conditions or to anyone, who in ECB’s sole
opinion, has otherwise acted improperly or dishonestly.

31.

These terms and conditions will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England
and Wales and the parties agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England and
Wales

32.

If any Entrant has any concerns or complaints about how the ECB is handling their data, the ECB
recommends that they get in touch by emailing the ECB at privacy@ecb.co.uk. Entrants can also
contact the Information Commissioner’s Office.

33.

If any Entrant needs to contact the ECB, please use the contact details below:
Mail:

Privacy Officer
England and Wales Cricket Board Limited
Lord’s Cricket Ground
London
NW8 8QZ

Phone:

0207 432 1200

Privacy officer:

privacy@ecb.co.uk

